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Abstract: Over the past few years, large-scale software project development has become 

the point of growing interest to many organizations and thus, predicting the size, cost and 

effort of software projects has become a very significant task to project managers. Often 

inaccurate prediction results into software projects exceeding budget as well as being out of 

schedule. Therefore, software project managers have been introduced to numerous 

software tools and methods in recent years to automate their tasks. The paper presents some 

existing analogy-based software estimation tools used by project managers and these tools 

are critically analyzed to identify shortcomings. Finally an enhanced software effort 

estimation method is proposed. A system prototype named EffortEst has been implemented 

and evaluated based on the enhanced method.  EffortEst provides the near-best estimation 

of software project effort with limited user intervention. 
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1. Introduction 

One of the most challenging and fundamental 

activities in software development is effective 

software project estimation. Without sound and 

reliable estimate, proper project planning and control 

is far from being possible. Many companies are 

therefore opting for automated estimation software 

which is considered to be more reliable nowadays. 

Various techniques are used to automate the process 

of effort estimation. Analogy-based technique is 

considered as one of the most promising technique 

which outperforms the algorithmic methods 

according to Jingyue et al. [1-3] and by the most 

recent work of Angelis et al.  [4, 5]. Compared to the 

algorithmic methods, analogy-based prediction is 

firstly, easier to understand and apply and secondly, 

it is said to provide a more accurate result [6, 7]. 

Aamodt and Plaza [9] stated that analogy-based 

reasoning is an approach to incremental,sustained 

learning as each time a problem is resolved, a new 

experience is retained making it available 

immediately for new problems[6,8]. 

Estimation by analogy involves firstly, the 

characterization of the proposed project, secondly the 

selection of the most similar completed projects 

whose characteristics have been stored in a historical 

database and lastly, the derivation of the estimate for 

the proposed project from the most similar completed 

projects [10].The current study has introduced a 

newly developed software effort estimation tool 

known as EffortEst based on the idea of analogy. 

Moreover, in this particular study, previous 

researches about estimation by analogy are analyzed 

and an evaluation has been carried out to determine 

how close and accurate the prediction of the new 

software is, to that of the existing tools. The 

remaining part of the paper is structured as follows: 

Section 2 elaborates on some existing analogy-based 

software estimation tools. A critical analysis of the 

existing analogy-based software is done in Section 3. 

Section 4 presents the system architecture for 

EffortEst. Implementation of a system prototype is 

discussed in Section 5. An evaluation of the system 

prototype is dealt in Section 6. Finally, conclusion is 

discussed in Section 7. 
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2. Related Work 

This section describes some existing analogy-based 

software estimation tools namely ANGEL, ESTOR 

and ACE which are most commonly used to predict 

software effort. 

2.1 ANGEL 

One of the most popular tools in the literature of 

software estimation by analogy using case-based 

reasoning is ANGEL tool developed in the late 90s 

[6, 11]. ANGEL is popular for its completeness in 

implementation and does not assume the use of a 

particular project dataset by the estimators. Instead 

the estimator can configure ANGEL to use whatever 

project data set is available. 

Moreover, in order to be able to proceed with the 

ranking process to determine a best matching 

analogue, ANGEL considers the use of Euclidean 

distance to perform a comparison between the target 

project and the analogue project. Furthermore, it 

focuses heavily on the performance metric defined as 

MMRE (Mean Magnitude Relative Error) which is 

known to be one of the most common measure to 

predict accuracy in software effort estimation studies 

[3,6,12,13]. 

MRE = |Eact_i –Epred_i)/ Eact_i|                     

(1)[14] 

Where,  

Eact is the actual effort and Epred is the estimated 

effort. 

MMRE [10] use the Magnitude of Relative Error 

(MRE)in their calculations, which is defined as: 

(2)[15] 

ANGEL then ranks the potential analogues according 

to their distances from the target project. The 

estimators specify which metrics are to be used when 

ANGEL searches for the analogues and also they 

determine the best metrics subset to be used when 

searching for a particular dataset. The tool considers 

all possible subsets of metrics and selects the subsets 

that minimize the MMRE for the dataset. ANGEL 

basically has no specific algorithm to derive the 

effort value for the target project but instead the 

principle of this tool is to consider the effort of the 

closest analogue as being the effort value for the 

target project [13]. 

2.2 ESTOR 

ESTOR is an early implementation of an analogy-

based tool to estimate software project effort [6]. It 

was developed as a proof-of-concept system by 

Mukhopadhyay et al. [16] in order to evaluate the 

feasibility of case-based reasoning in software effort 

estimation. Similar to ANGEL, this approach makes 

use of the Euclidean distance metric to measure 

similarity between the actual project and the 

analogues as well as to retrieve the best analogues 

upon which the prediction of effort for the new case 

will be based [6]. However, in accordance to the 

concept of case- based reasoning, ESTOR makes use 

of the basic case-based reasoning algorithm and 

makes use of the three best analogues to compute 

effort based on the inverse rank weighted mean [17]. 

EFFORT= [(3*effort of closest analogue) + (2* 

effort of second closet analogue) + (1*effort     of 

last closet analogue)] /6                                  (3)[17] 

2.3 ACE 

Developed by Emilie Mendes et al. [17] at the Centre 

for Advanced Empirical Software Engineering 

Research Group (CAESAR) in the late 90s, ACE 

(Algorithmic Cost Estimator) aims at exploring the 

benefits of analogy-based estimation. ACE is an 

algorithm which computes the difference between the 

target project and each completed project in the 

database. ACE principles involve the use of 

similarity functions which should be defined to be 

able to compute the similarity distance of each 

analogue with respect to the target project. Also the 

similarity function helps in the ranking of analogues 

in terms of most similar and least similar [6,18]. 

Usually, this method uses the project with the lowest 

mean rank as analogue for the target project and in 

case there are more than one project ranked as first or 

second, ACE chooses the most accurate project to be 

used as analogue for the target project. Finally, ACE 

depends highly on a function point (FP) metric to 

estimate and adjust the effort value for the target 

project [19]. 

Effort = (Effort Analogue / FP Analogue) x FPTarget      (4)[19] 

In case two analogues are being used for the effort 

estimation, ACE makes use of the following formula 

for size adjustment [20]. 

EffortTarget=[(EffortAnalogue1/FPAnalogue1)+(EffortAnalog

ue2/FPAnalogue2)]x(FPTarget/2)    (5)[20] 
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Assuming a target project with a size measure of 320 

function points, a source analogue being identified 

with 350 function points and the effort required to 

complete the source analogue was 1200 person-hour, 

the effort prediction for the target project will be 

1097 person-hour [19] using the extrapolation 

formula (4). 

3. Critical Analysis 

This section proposes a concise discussion and 

analysis explaining the need for a new software tool. 

ANGEL, ESTOR and ACE are the three most 

commonly used analogy-based tools but nevertheless 

despite the numerous advantages they provide; each 

of them has a degree of deficiency.  

First and foremost, ACE is known to provide a lower 

degree of accuracy and also a lack of details is a 

significant contributor to ACE analysis conservatism 

[21]. ESTOR and ANGEL are said to use the same 

principles in order to provide a list of most similar 

analogues but though, the content of the list is not 

always accurate.  

Moreover, ANGEL is computationally expensive as 

compared to the other methods since it saves and 

compute similarity for all cases. It is intolerant to 

noise and also gives little usable information 

regarding structure of data [6]. As stated by 

Walkerden and Jeffery [18], ESTOR is said to be best 

utilized as an expert support system instead of an 

expert system since it cannot generate adjustment 

heuristics unlike the human. 

ESTOR also requires additional domain knowledge 

in order to succeed to accurately estimate projects 

from very different environments (for example, 

embedded military systems) but yet its predictions 

are considered to be more accurate than ANGEL.  

The scenario below has been used to check the 

accuracy in results by ANGEL.  

 “A project manager is given the task to estimate 

software effort based on the dataset given in the table 

below. In order to be able to proceed with this 

particular task, he is allowed to use any of the 

existing software tools. He chose ANGEL for effort 

prediction of the target project. How reliable is the 

list of similar cases provided by ANGEL during the 

effort estimation process?” 

 

 

I. TABLE1. Dataset 

Project Category Web 

Technology 

Organization Size 23 

Number of Application tiers 3 

Middleware used SOAP 

Programming Language JAVA 

Backend Technology Oracle 

Development Tool EESS 

Development Process RAD 

Development Locations Developer 

Number of organization 

locations 

6 

 

Using ANGEL_PLUS 2.0 [22], the above dataset is 

fed into the software to acquire a list of best matching 

analogues. Figure 1shows an ordered list of 

analogues gained from the software tool after the 

ranking process along with their similarity value 

which shows the closeness to the target project. The 

shorter the distance between the analogue and the 

target project, the more they are said to be similar to 

each other.  

 

Figure 1. Most similar cases generated by ANGEL 

It can be noticed in Figure 1 that Web Project D has a 

similarity distance of 0.724 and Web Project E has a 

similarity distance of 0.774. According to the ranking 

process, basically the Web Project D is closer to the 

target project but however, ANGEL_PLUS 2.0 

considers Web Project E as being closer. This implies 

that the result gained from ANGEL_PLUS 2.0 is not 

so accurate and consequently any decision made 

according to the predictions of ANGEL_PLUS 2.0 
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might run high risk of impacting on the company’s 

profitability. 

In the event of finding a solution to the above 

mentioned issues, this paper proposes EffortEst as a 

novel software tool to reduce the risk of inaccurate 

predictions.  

EffortEst makes use of the Case-Based Learning 

algorithm (CBL1) [23] which in turn, outcompetes 

ANGEL for its numerous advantages. EffortEst will 

enable its end-users to view details about any project 

in the list of analogues. Additionally, effort may be 

estimated in accordance with the best matching case 

and the end user is allowed to base his predictions on 

any of these projects in the list of analogues in order 

to view the result. In short, EffortEst is designed to 

better meet the software development requirements. 

4. System Architecture 

This section comprises of an interaction model as 

well as an architecture diagram of EffortEst. 

Additionally, a concise description of the main 

algorithm is given along with an explanation of how 

EffortEst proceeds through the four steps of cased-

based reasoning to accomplish its goal of effort 

estimation. 

 

4.1 Interaction Model 

Figure2 is an interaction model which is basically 

showing an interaction between EffortEst and its end 

user describing the inputs, flow of processes and 

outputs. 

The EffortEst System consists of the step by step 

processes to perform estimation. Similar cases are 

retrieved; new cases are solved and tested.The system 

also has an integrated learning part which considers 

any tested solved case as being an analogue for 

solving future cases. This learning section is 

responsible for storing of the new case in the 

database. The database is accessible only to 

authorized users andonly certain modifications can be 

made by the administrator. However, the latter cannot 

modify any details about historical cases since this 

might lead to inaccurate predictions, thus making the 

system unreliable.  

The Project Manager is the system end-user who is 

considered as an authorized user having a unique 

login and password. Ultimately, he can request 

system to generate report of the prediction made. 

 

 

Figure 2.Interaction Model 
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4.2 Architectural Diagram 

Figure 3 shows an architectural diagram which is 

giving clear description of the different layers of the 

EffortEst system. 

 

 

Figure 3. Architecture Diagram 

 

4.2.1 Presentation Layer 

The Presentation Layer is a simple representation of 

the interface and output of the EffortEst system. At 

this level, the access rights of users are also dealt 

with and usually the output of the system is in form 

of reports.  

 

4.2.2 Business Logic Layer 

The Business Logic Layer consists of the Project 

Manager Tool, the Effort EstimatorTooland finally 

the Process Engine which also includes a Query 

Manager Tool.  

 

Process Engine: The task of the Process Engine is to 

intake the target project attributes from the graphical 

user interface and then queries the database 

accordingly. 

 

Query Manager Tool: Query Manager Tool gets a list 

of historical cases from the database and stores it for 

future use by the Project Manager. 

 

Project Manager Tool & Effort Estimator Tool: 

Project Manager Tool makes use of PMEE’s 

algorithm to compare the historical project attributes 

with that of the target project and then provides the 

effort estimator tool with a list of most similar cases. 

The user needs to input a set ofrequired details about 

the target project in the system.First and foremost, 

the system reads the user inputsand then proceeds 

with the comparison of project through the use of IF-

ELSE condition in PMEE’s algorithm and also 

byapplying the concept of similarity computation so 

asto retrieve a list of historical projects. 

 

The Effort Estimator then considers the best 

matching case from the list in order to compute effort 

for the target project. Additionally, Effort Estimator 

retains the target project as a new experience to solve 

future cases and also it is able to generate reports 

upon request of end-users. 

 

Following the four steps of case based reasoning 

concept, PMEE & Effort Estimator Tool make use of 

EffortEst Algorithm to be able to proceed with the 

task of effort estimation. 

 

PMEE’s Algorithm  

1. Read user inputs (target project attributes). 

2. Retrieve all historical projects from the 

database and stores them as a list of cases. 

3. Make use of IF-ELSE conditions to find best 

matching analogue 

// Loop through list of cases 

// Check for cases similar to target cases 

While (criteria ==true){ 

IF Case is similar THEN 

//apply rules on case attributes 

If (condition == true){ 

  Assign importance weight 

  Assign feature weight 

  Apply similarity functions 

} 

If (new_condition == true){ 

  Assign importance weight  

  : 

  : 

} 

END IF 

} //END LOOP 

Save similarity value for all cases in a list. 

4. Display an ordered list of most similar cases 

 

EffortEst Algorithm 

 

 Step 1 (Retrieval of similar cases) 

According to the statement of Gray and MacDonell 

[24], the accuracy of analogy-based depends on 

finding similar projects. Consequently, as defined in 

the PMEE’s Algorithm, using the method of 

Shepperd and Schofield [3], similarity between 

projects are measured by comparing the different 

attributes of each case in accordance to a set of rules. 

Moreover, similarity computation in this study is 

subdivided into importance value which is gained 
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while measuring similarity at the object level and 

feature value which is acquired at the feature level. 

 

The importance value which is decided over a Global 

Similarity measure has been discussed by R. 

Bergmann [6]. The global similarity measure 

combines local similarity measure as well as takes 

care of the different importance of attributes. 

Bergmann made use of the six-point scale similarity 

and brand extensions concept [25] to determine 

feature importance of a car with respect to car 

diagnosis.  

The six-point scale similarity and brand is an 

approach to distinguish between “very important” 

and “less important” aspects where a value of 6 is 

assigned to features with high importance and a value 

of 1 is used for the features with low importance. The 

value considered by the six-point scale is 6 since only 

six most important factors are being used. However, 

just like the six-point scale, a ten-point scale or even 

four-point scale [25] may be used.  

 

Bergmann made use of the six-point scale in his car 

diagnosis system in order to distinguish between the 

high importance and low importance features of a car 

[26]. Likewise, since EffortEst identifies six of its 

attributes as most important, the six-point scale is 

chosen to categorize project attributes in terms of 

“very important” and “less important”. 

In accordance to the argument of Shepperd and 

Scoffield [6, 27], feature value which ranges from 0 

to 1, is dependent on the idea of Euclidean distance. 

In addition, feature value is usually used to determine 

the local similarity percentage between each attribute 

of each case.  

 

Feature Value = Difference between value of 

current project and value of analogue project / the 

largest of the two values                           (6) 

 

 Step 2 – Reuse of historical data 

Research made by Li et al. [28], reported that the 

feature value helps in providing a fair prediction 

when used with similarity functions. Thus, using the 

similarity function, EffortEst ranks the analogues 

from most similar to least similar in the process of 

case retrieval and matching. An appropriate similarity 

function formula adapted from Bergmann’s formula 

is shown below:  

 

Similarity Functions = (1/20) * (∑(feature 

weight*importance weight))                 (7) 
 

Referring to research about Memory-based reasoning 

[29] and CBL1 Algorithms [23], Case-based 

reasoning considers a maximum of 10 most similar 

cases to perform estimation. Since EffortEst is 

depending on the concept of case-based reasoning, it 

is also considering a maximum of 10 most similar 

cases when computing the similarity functions unlike 

Bergmann who took into consideration 20 cases since 

it is said that the more sample cases used, the more 

accurate will be the result of predictions. 

Besides, after ranking the analogues from most 

similar to least similar, EffortEst has derived the 

following formula to perform estimation by adapting 

to the effort of the most similar analogue. 

 

Effort Estimation=   [(MaxPosSim + (MaxPosSim 

- SFV)) / MaxPosSim] x Effort value (Best Case)                                                                  

(8)                                                                                                         

 

Where,  

MaxPosSim, is the maximum similarity between the 

two cases,  

SFV, is the similarity function value for the best case. 

 

 Step 3 & 4 – Revise and Retain case 

After the process of effort value adaptation, EffortEst 

automatically stores the current project along with the 

result gained as adapted effort value for a new 

experience to solve future cases. 

 

4.2.3 Data Access Layer 

 

The Data Access Layer provides simplified access to 

data stored in the database, thus making the system to 

successfully response to the user queries. 

5. System Prototype 

The implementation of the EffortEst software tool 

involves the use of a number of technologies. JAVA 

programming language has been used since it allows 

the creation of modular programs and reusable code 

and also because it is platform- independent. When it 

comes to data storage, MySQL database has been 

used for the numerous advantages it has: It is open 

source software that is easy to use. It is secure in 

terms of access rights, scalable, fast and supports 

several development interfaces. Moreover, MySQL 

database can run on many operating systems 

including Windows, Linux and many more.As 

development environment, Eclipse IDE was used 

with NetBeans IDE since they both provide 

framework for desktop application developers and 

moreover, a large number of features such as update 

facilities are also provided. Both Eclipse and 

Netbeans provide for a rich set of APIs. Netbeans 
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even provide for drag and drop facilities which ease 

the task of designing user-friendly interfaces.  

6. Evaluation 

This section presents an evaluation of EffortEst 

against the existing software estimation tools 

described in Section 2. 

6.1 Feature comparison of software estimation 

tools 

 

Table 2 shows a feature comparison of the estimation 

tools. Considering Table 2, it can be seen that even if 

all the four systems are based on the idea of 

estimation by analogy, EffortEst makes use of a 

combination of attributes completely different from 

the other three systems. Unlike the other three 

existing tools, EffortEst makes use of a combination 

of    the case-based reasoning and rule-based 

reasoning approach. Furthermore, EffortEst makes 

use of the Similarity functions approach as in ACE 

instead of Mean Magnitude Relative Error (MMRE) 

which is used by ESTOR and ANGEL.  Likewise, the 

table shows the different attributes used by the 

different software tools. 

 

II TABLE 2. FEATURE COMPARISON OF SOFTWARE ESTIMATION TOOLS 

Comparative Factors ANGEL ESTOR ACE EffortEst 

Use of Estimation by Analogy 
        

Involves Euclidean Distance 
        

Ranking 
        

Function Points Analysis 
        

Expert judgement 
        

Estimation based on most 

similar case 

        

Use of Case-based reasoning 
        

Mean Absolute Error 
        

Involves Rule based 
        

Programming  

Language 
Visual Basic 

Any high-level 

language 

Pascal 

Programming/ 

C++/ 

Networking 

Java 

Development  

Environment VB.net depends depends 
Eclipse  

NetBeans  

Xampp 

Database 

Microsoft Access 
MySQL/ 

Microsoft Access 

Oracle SQL 

Developer 
MySQL 

Interfaces 

Visual Basic 
Any high-level 

language 

Pascal 

Programming/C++ 

Network 

Programming 

User-friendly 

Consistent 

Simple with help 

provision 
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6.2 Evaluation of Results 

 

Under this section, an evaluation of the existing 

systems is done against EffortEst using the dataset 

given in table 1 in section 3 so as to be able to 

determine how accurate the prediction of EffortEst is 

as compared to the other systems.  

As discussed in the previous sections, EffortEst 

makes use of similarity functions to retrieve and rank 

the analogues. Figure 4 shows a list of most similar 

cases retrieved by EffortEst based on the dataset in 

Table 1. 

ANGEL and ESTOR form part of the case-based 

reasoning approach and thus, case retrieval and 

matching is one of the fundamental tasks they carry.   

 

Figure 4. List of Similar Projects generated by 

EffortEst 

 

According to the scenario provided in section 3, the 

predicted effort for the target project is considered to 

be 30 as ANGEL considers the effort of the closest 

analogue as the effort for the target project. Even if 

the best matching case is not so closely similar to the 

target case, ANGEL will still consider the prediction 

for the target case to be same as that of best matching 

case. Consequently, this shows a risk of inaccurate 

result and as also the predicted result by ANGEL is 

not so closely related to that of EffortEst.  

 

Coming to ESTOR, it is also said to depend highly on 

the MMRE formula used by ANGEL and thus, the 

risk of inaccurate prediction here, is not less. Though, 

based on the case based reasoning approach, ESTOR 

makes use of formula (3) which takes 

intoconsideration the three best analogues to perform 

effort estimation and as a result, the predicted effort 

by ESTOR according to Table 3 would be as follows: 

 

Effort= [(3*30)+(2*60.9)+(1*56.09)] /6 = 44.65 

 

ESTOR is said to perform better than any of the three 

existing tools and since the predicted results by 

ESTOR and EffortEst are very much similar, 

EffortEst can be considered as being relatively better 

than that of ACE and ANGEL. 

 

Compared to ESTOR and ANGEL, ACE software 

makes use of function points for case retrieval and 

matching. Using an online function point calculator 

along with the ACE Software, the result gained as 

estimated effort for the target project is as such: 

 
FP for best analogue =48.23 

FP for target project =130.9 

Effort for Analogue = 30 

 

Therefore, Effort = (30/48.23) * 130.9 =81.42 

 

As mentioned in section 3, among all the three 

software tools, ACE is considered as being the most 

inaccurate one and if the results provided by ACE is 

analyzed, it can be determined that it is indeed very 

far from the results provided by any of the other three 

software tools.  

 
Table 3 summarizes the different results gained from 

the different systems with respect to the dataset in 

Table 1. 

 

III TABLE 3. RESULTS OF ANALYSIS 

Software Tools Estimated Effort 

ANGEL PLUS 2.02 30 

ACE 81.42 

ESTOR 44.65 

EffortEst 45.48 

7. Conclusion  

Software Cost Estimation has always been a topic of 

discussion for project managers as failure to estimate 

effort can drastically impact the budget and schedule. 

The paper analyses three software cost estimation 

tools namely ANGEL, ESTOR and ACE and 

proposes an enhanced software effort estimation 

method. Asystem prototype named EffortEst has 

been implemented and evaluated based on the 

enhanced method. The system provides the near-best 

estimation of software project effort with limited user 

intervention. As EffortEst provides a result closest to 

that of ESTOR which is considered to be the best 

software tool with the most accurate result, it can be 

said that EffortEst is reliable enough in terms of 

accuracy. Furthermore, it is said that the best 

estimates can be calculated by taking into 

consideration the maximum number of analogues. 

EffortEst makes use of a number of analogues as 
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compared to other tools. 
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